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Jiang zhiang squints at Gu xuanlin. What is she going to do?

"I don't want to do anything. I just want to get back what I lost." Gu xuanlin's pale face
was cold without any expression.

She saw through what Jiang zhiang thought. Was he afraid that she would hurt Bai
nianxi?

But the more he worried about Bai nianxi, the more she hated Bai nianxi, and the more
unwilling she was.

When kangmobei came home, Bai nianxi had already finished taking a bath. He sat on
the bed with Lolo and told Lolo a story.

Because of her injuries, she had a very difficult bath. After that, she only wore a thin
silk skirt with suspenders.

Conmo pushed the door to come in, his eyes first fell on Bai nianxi's wounds, many
places have formed a layer of light scab, showing a dark red.

"Back?" Bai nianxi looks at kangmobei. At this time, he has changed back to his
former meticulous suit, without the slightest tyranny.

"Well." Conmber nodded, "still not sleeping?"

This is to Lolo.

Lolo's mouth is flat. He hasn't been with mommy enough.

So he hugged Bai nianxi, "no, no, the story of Xiaoxi has not been told to Lolo."

Conmobei looked at his watch. "It's time to sleep. If you want to hear a story, I'll tell
you next time."



Lolo feels numb. He doesn't want daddy to tell stories. The fear of being dominated by
daddy's stories last time hasn't passed.

Can only obediently sleep, let Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei back to the room.

Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei went back to the room and sat by the bed, "is there
anything you want to tell me?"

Conmber slightly squinted, "I seem to have something to look for you?"

Bai nianxi nodded his head sincerely. It was still early. Kangmobei was in such a hurry
to take her back to her room from Luoluo. She thought that she had something to say
to her.

"Can't I stay with you a little longer?" Kangmo north to bainianxi near, smelling her
good smell.

Well, yes, yes. Bai nianxi didn't say any more.

"Do you still have pain?" Kangmobei looks at the injury on Bai nianxi's body, with a
look of heartache in his eyes.

"Not bad." White read Xi dun dun, "bath time a little bit."

"Let me see." Kang Mobei said, and he was going to lift Bai nianxi's skirt.

"Ah - what are you doing?"

"I'll look at your injuries."

When she came back last night, she took care of her wounds. Bai nianxi went to sleep.
Last night, she was sleeping alone. She couldn't sleep because of the pain on her body.
She was still breathing cold air in the bed until midnight.

Regardless of Bai nianxi's obstruction, kangmobei stubbornly opens Bai nianxi's skirt.
Bai nianxi only wears a thin set of underwear inside, and his good figure is revealed in
front of kangmobei.

The eye color of Kang Mo north is deep, white read Xi uneasily twist a few, be
pressed down by Kang Mo north, "don't move."

Besides bruises, Bai nianxi also has a lot of bruises, including the bruise he fell in the
bathroom at Jiang zhiang's bachelor party last time, which hasn't been completely
eliminated.



In front of that has always been a beautiful body, now it is simply black and blue.

"In the future, don't hurt yourself like this any more." Conmber's voice was heavy.

Bai nianxi took advantage of kangmobei to let go, pulled off her skirt, covered the key
parts, and said: "in that case, there's no way, or I'll be taken..."

Speaking of this, Bai nianxi suddenly stopped.

Well, what did she do when she mentioned it? What if conmber hears an unhappy
voice and asks her who took her away?

Conmobei didn't ask. His breath was cold.

After a while, he said, "don't run away in such a way as to hurt yourself."

Bai nianxi turns his head and doubts.

How else can we escape?

Maybe the nerve in the brain split a fork at that time. Bai nianxi said: "what should I
do? Is it hard to let him let me go by a trick? "

……

Conmobei's eyes came like a knife, with a cold light.

Bai nianxi shivered, "I'm kidding..."

"It doesn't matter if you're abducted. I'll find you." Kangmobei looked at Bai nianxi,
"don't be so stupid, do those dangerous things."

Bai nianxi did not speak, but felt a strange warmth in his heart.

Originally, I thought she would be happy to come back. Originally, he cared more
about her than she left him.

Bai nianxi almost has injuries all over his body, and he can't sleep well at night.
Kangmobei hugs her carefully, for fear of meeting her wound. Bai nianxi sleeps much
more steadfastly than last night.

Maybe it's because the embrace of conmber is too warm.



Early the next morning, there was a lot of noise downstairs.

When Bai nianxi opened his eyes, kangmobei was no longer around. The place where
he had just slept was still warm. He should have just got up.Bai nianxi came down
from the bed and opened the door. The noise downstairs was very clear.

Kang Youqin was the first to see Bai nianxi come out of kangmobei's room and
exclaimed, "I knew that this shameless woman had climbed into Mobei's bed!"

Bai nianxi was stunned. Then he saw Kang Youqin downstairs, not only Kang Youqin,
but also master Kang and mu Rushun.

The main speakers are Kang Youqin and Master Kang.

The person below sees Bai nianxi come out from the room, the body is still relatively
exposed suspender skirt, eyes are all a shrink.

Mu Rushuang's face is a blush, and the bottom of his eyes is a touch of jealousy.

Bai nianxi went back and changed his clothes.

Kang Youqin snorted, "it's shameful enough. The wedding news of Mo Bei and Ru
Shuang has been announced. How dare this woman stay here? Sleeping with Mobei? "

Conmber frowned, "come on, send my aunt to me."

"I see who dares!" Mr. Kang leaned on his stick and his face turned red.

Before Bai nianxi came out, Kangmo North had already issued a travel order.

He came here today just to talk to kangmobei about his marriage to Mu Rushun. He
didn't expect that kangmobei was so ruthless. As soon as he said that, he had to drive
people away.

Now I see that Bai nianxi's clothes are exposed, and I come out of the room with a face
of Zheng song, and I'm even more impatient.

"This is my home. Why not?" Conmobei has called the guard to "invite" several
people out.

Bai nianxi had changed her clothes and came down from the upstairs. She had a clear
idea of the purpose of Kang's family's coming here.

Kang Youqin saw that Bai nianxi came down, and was even more angry. "Even if we



go, Rushuang should stay. She's your fiancee!"

One side has not spoken mu Rushuang looked at Kang Mobei, a blush appeared on the
face.
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